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4 Sikkim Land and People

This is the turning point in the political histoiy of
Sikkim. The appointment of a political officer stationed at
Sikkim's capital, Gangtok, from 1889 onwards put the final
stamp on the relationship that was likely to emerge between
the British and Sikkim. The first political officer, John
Claude White, made the impression very clear in his
encouragement to Nepalese immigrants who virtually
flooded the country, submerging for ever the interests of
the original population of Lepcha and Tibetan origin in
Sikkim. The Nepalese, in fact, was comprising nearly two-
thirds of the total population of the country, but unlike
the Tibetans, the Nepalese retained their cultural entity
without encouraging free intermarriage with the local
inhabitants.

One, however, may look into some of the measures
taken by White contributing immensely to the development
and welfare of Sikkim at this time. These include laying
tracks into densely forested hills, the introduction of apple
cultivation, cloth weaving, carpet manufacture and copper
mining. They had a hand in opening schools and hospitals
as well. All these along with the measures taken on
improving the land tenure system, land rent, etc, bore
heavy dividend as evidenced by the fact that a span of
about thirty years of British overseering resulted in the
increase of population by five-fold and material resources
by ten fold in Sikkim.

The cultural hiatus between these two groups coupled
with numerical superiouity of the Nepalese led to an
acrimonicus situation in terms of political authority which
still remained vested in the king and his advisers, the latter
mostly representing Bhutia-Lepcha interests. The
grivances of the majority population sharpened further on
the issues that most of the higher governmental
appointments were made from among the Bhutia-Lepchas,
that all the State Ceremonial functions were conducted in
traditional Bhutia-Lepcha style. Numerous Buddhist
monasteries throughout Sikkim were maintained on
government aid and the two national festivals were of
Buddhist faith, observed annually at the government's
expenses. Though Nepali was virtually the most widely
spoken language in the country, the official recognition
was denied to it.
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The growing discontent found the occasion of India
attaining its independence in August 1947 as an
opportunity to replace monarchy with an elected
government reflecting majority interest. The development
that followed was rather slow. Hie formation of the Sikkim
State Congress in December 1947 was the first step in this
direction, demanding among other things a popular interim
government to function till merger with India. This
prompted the then Maharaj Kumar to organize Sikkim
National Party which stood for an independent Sikkim.
However, the two parties came to an agreement on Sikkim
continuing to be an Indian Protectorate in respect of
external affairs, defence and communication and enjoy
internal autonomy. A treaty to this effect was signed with
the India Government in December 1950. The first general
election for local self government was held in 1953 for
which both the Nepalese and the Lepcha-Bhutia groups
were allotted six seats each, keeping out another six to be
nominated by the king. (The two political pari:ies bagged
equal share of seats). It was succeeded by fresh elections
in 1958, 1967, 1970 and in 1974 and during this period
the relation between the king and members of the Sikkim
State Congress came to be very bitter. In the last election
the State Congress won a thumping victory with a tally of
31 out of 32 seats in th^ Assembly which advocating
Sikkim's participation in the political and economic
institutions of India, later on took a resolution paving the
way for complete dissolution of the Chogyal s rule and
merger of Sikkim with-India. According to another
resolution of the Assembly a special opinion poll was held
on 14th April 1974, conducted by the Additional Election
Commissioner and the results were declared the next day
as 59 637 votes in favour and 1.494 votes against merger
which, ultimately, took place on April 26, 1975, making
Sikkim the twenty-second State of India.

Geographically lying between 27° 4*50'' and 28° 7*
50" north latitude 88° 11' and 88° 56' east longitudes,
Sikkim is a completely mountain-locked State, bordered
on the north by Tibet (China), on east by Tibet (China) and
Bhutan, on the west by Nepal and on the south the hill
division'of Daijeeling district of West Bengal. It covers an
area of 7,096 sq.km. streteching for about 113 km from
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